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Activity – Report (2015 - 2016) 

2015 

  International Women’ Day  8th March, 2015 

  Sandarshika 6th – 24th April, 2015  

  Dental Checkup & Breast Cancer Awareness 16th May, 2015 

  Yuv-Disha 16th May, 2015 

  International Yoga Day  21st June, 2015 

  Aware – Meri Saheli 21st July 2015 

  Teacher’s Day Celebration 4th September 2015 

  Aware – Meri Saheli 24th October 2015 

  Diwali Celebration 10th November 2015 

  #HereWeGo @ CSR Sustainability 19th November 2015 

  Launching of New Community Computer Centre 21st – 23rd December 2015 

 

2016 

  New Year Celebration 7th January 2016 

  Makar Sankranti Celebration 15th January 2016 

  Republic Day Celebration 26th January 2016 

  Women’s Week Celebration 3rd March 2016 
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6th – 24th April, 2015 

Sandarshika 

Sandarshika: Bridging the gap of gender inequity through skilling 

 

In continuation of its efforts of women empowerment in Jaitpur village, Sai Social 

Responsibility & Research Centre went a step ahead to join hands with likeminded 

organizations working silently and contributing in empowering the underprivileged, 

especially the women. 

“Sandarshika”  was  initiated  as  a  collaborative  effort  a  few  organizations  namely Sai 

Social Responsibility & Research Centre (SSRRC), PRAYAS, Sangatt, Bird Academy & 

NANAK with the objective of grooming girls primarily from rural areas and per-urban 

spaces with tools of becoming navigators. The aim of the programme is to create better 

employability in Tier II cities/ smaller towns/ villages. 

The project included innovative curriculum which focuses on personality development, 

self-defense and good communication skills which are integral to any employable skill 

with focus on tourism since it is driven by an assessment that this would promote not only 

Indian heritage but also boost local economy with greater participation of girls and 

women in public spaces. 

In its first phase the project had been taken up initially in a pilot mode with a customized 

training  package  in  Delhi  with  trainees  from  Bihar, Delhi  and  UP. The training was 

imparted by the Bird Academy- an agency which is among South Asia’s tip 10 2011 IAT 

certified Authorized Training Centres. In a nutshell the project involved the skilling of girls 

from  underprivileged   background   in   non-traditional  trade  of   tour   guiding,   travel 

arrangements, grooming, communication skills-dynamics of commentary and interaction, 

self-defense etc. 

The concept behind “Sandarshika” was that no development is complete if its benefits do 

not trickle down to the womenfolk of the society. Even though notable progress has been 

made in gender equality, yet the potential of women to participate as agents of change is 

yet to be realized to its fullest. Since women have been identified as powerful change 

agents, steps are required on a continuous basis to counter the endemic failure to address 
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the issues of women empowerment. “Sandarshika-   Bridging   Gender   inequity   through 

skilling”, was & is thus a response to the above felt needs since this initiative was 

especially tailor made for girls of vulnerable areas in tour guiding and related soft skills, 

which lead to social and economic empowerment of girls who are looking for 

opportunities to improve their status in the society. 

In the first phase of this project 25 girls had been drawn from LWE affected areas of 

Rohtas District and its adjacent areas in Bihar and similarly from some vulnerable areas 

as Jaitpur, Gautam Buddha Nagar of UP and slum areas of Delhi. The candidates had been 

sponsored by organizations working to improve livelihood skill amongst girls from low 

socioeconomic background, namely NANAK, PRAYAS, Sai Social Responsibility & Research 

Centre & SANGATT. The first phase was spread over 17 days with intensive sessions of 85 

hours of training involving theory, practical, interactive sessions and visits. The eligibility 

criteria were Higher Secondary education with primary factor being trainees willingness 

to learn. 

Phase-II of the project entails a three month apprenticeship for the candidates desirous 

of opportunities to get hands on experience in the tourism sector for which Bird Academy 

will be providing the required tie ups.  This would resultantly sharpen the skills of these 

practitioners who want to move further in this area of livelihood to become industry 

ready and get gainfully employed. Another significant benefit which was visible, was to 

help these young entrants to build confidence to promote undiscovered monuments and 

historical areas in their local region and thereby promote India’s heritage, art and culture. 

On successful completion of the course the candidates were awarded with the certificates 

by Bird Academy which has recognition by the tourism and hospitality industry. 

 

Project Outcomes: 

1. Participants were sensitized towards livelihood opportunities that exist in the non- 

traditional sectors. 

2. It improved the self-esteem of the girls to tackle challenging situations in life with 

confidence. 

3. It created seeding role models in backward areas so that more and more girls/ 

women come forward to seek economic and social empowerment. 
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4. It also created a resource pool of professionally trained young girls/ women as tour 

guides. 

5. It enhanced the employability of girls from economic and socially backward 

regions. 

Sandarshika: bridging the gap of gender inequity 

As we successfully achieved the outcomes and desired impact the project’s first phase, it 

would be scaled up to accommodate more candidates from different areas of Bihar, UP 

and other areas where a demand for such training exists. 
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16th May, 2015 

Dental Checkup Camp & Breast Cancer Awareness Workshop 

 

Greater Noida 16th May, 2015, Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre, the social arm 

of Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre, in association with JRE social initiatives 

organized a free dental camp for 6 village school children & breast cancer awareness 

workshop for village women at Jaitpur, Gautam Buddha Nagar, Greater Noida. 

It launched a special initiative called #MakeItHappen  empowering women & children 

under the flagship program of “MeraGaon Meri Jimmedari” at the Govt. Primary School 

Jaitpur Village, Greater Noida. This initiative focused on two vulnerable sections of the 

society, the women and children. The camp benefited over 100 women from village as 

Dental camp and oral hygiene, Breast Cancer awareness also organized as a part of our 

adult education program for women – “GyanKosh”. These rural women empowered by 

knowledge & confidence for the first time they not only presented few village folk songs 

but also came up on the stage to thank Dr. Sushi Singh of Sai Social Responsibility & 

Research Centre for facilitating Dental Camp, Breast Cancer awareness workshop as a part 

of their “GyanKosh” program. 

The event was graced by “Block Education officer, Mr. K. Singh” who was delighted to see 

the positive change in the attitude and facilities provided by Sai Social Responsibility & 

Research Centre– JRE Social Initiative and he assured us to provide Govt. assistance to re-

establish our free primary health center in Govt. School premises. Mr. Singh kindly 

consented to provide certificates to the women participants of our adult education 

program “GyanKosh” 

 

Key highlights of the event: 

 First free Dental Camp of 2014 – 16 for 6 village school children with free tooth kit. 

 First Self diagnostic Breast Cancer awareness workshop by Canadian volunteer. 

 Demo of Self Defense techniques by our trained young girls. 

 First screening test by college professors for selection of 10 village youth for 

employment opportunities of “Airport handling internship through” Bird Academy. 
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 Free lunch to celebrate empowering women 

#MakeItHappen Program on 16th May was truly a success on it not only benefited more 

than 100 local village women, 55 young girls & 450 school students but also initiated 

unprecedented events & awareness as self-employment generating activities. A screening 

test  was  done  &  10  village  youth  were  selected  after  rigorous  interview  process  

for internship program by JRE professors who would go for with BIRD Academy. 

Amongst some of the highlights of 16th May event was – first free Dental Camp with free 

toothbrush kit distribution, free self-diagnostic Breast Cancer workshop, free lunch for 

village school students & women, a demo cum training session of 2 hours on self-defense, 

folk song & thanking note by village women as part of “GyanKosh” program & the exciting 

part was that in absence of JRE student volunteers all the village team girls (who were 

trained by Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre for English  learning course, self-

defense & had attended tour & travel certification course) took the charge of organizing 

the event. 

Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre –  JRE  Social  Initiative  is  thankful  to  all  

stakeholders Goodwill ambassadors for their support & would mention special thanks to 

Maxine Silva, Dr. Rita Bakshi, Dr. Vikram Gandhi, Dr. A. Sachdeva & Dr. Puneet Kathuria. 

Commenting on this social Initiative, Dr.  Sushi  Singh,  Director, Sai Social Responsibility 

& Research Centre said “If you really believe in human rights then you would not only talk 

the talk rather you would act & walk the walk & this is what we have done at Jaitpur by  

taking  our  first step  to  empower  rural women  by  giving  them required  education 

provided with physical training with self-defense & skill training sessions. Through this 

initiative our only endeavor is to reach out to the underprivileged rural women & young 

girls to make them able enough to be a part of decision-making in the society”. 
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16th May, 2015 

Yuv-Disha 

As a part of the project “Mera Gaon, Meri Jimmedrai” the rural youth and women from 

our  selected  village,  model  village  -  Jaitpur-Vaishpur,  Gautam  Buddha  Nagar  were 

identified, motivated and selected to undergo training with Kusum Foundation, Vibes & 

also with Bird Academy related to Tours, Travels and Aviation’s Industry. They were not 

only encouraged, given information and knowledge but were also imparted soft skills and 

communication skills. As a part of skilling Abhiyan, Sai Social Responsibility & Research 

Centre conducted four months  certification  course(12th  June-2nd  October, 2014)  in  

Beauty  and  Wellness, Tailoring and stitching to the rural women of Jaitpur under project 

“Nari Shakti” . Some of them  started  with  their  own  tailoring  unit  from  home  and  

some got  connected  with neighboring boutiques and hotel for small supplies as napkins. 

The young girls from village were also identified and motivated to attend self-defense 

workshops facilitated by Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre and further they 

were coached by our college student volunteers for honing English and computer skills 

for six continuous months. Finally as group of six of them were selected and facilitated 

for three week certification course of self-defense and tourism related to employability 

in Delhi, in the month of April 2015 under the project “Sandarshika”. 

Looking at the frustration and anger against unemployment amongst the village youth, 

the facility of computer training, English speaking sessions and mock interviews were 

provided by Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre and JRE social initiative in the 

month of   March, April & May 2015. 

We are delighted to share that finally our hard work has paid rich dividend. 12 Village 

youth from Jaitpur & neighboring village have been finally selected and have been offered 

with employment opportunities by “Airport Handling authorities”. The interviews with 

Airport Handling Authority were facilitated by Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre 

and Bird Academy. This effort has not only brought smiles on the frustrated 

underprivileged youth but has also brought cheers and hopes to the families of the youth. 

After this overwhelming response It has been decided to facilitate more of such training 

a skilling sessions under “Yuv-Disha” to empower rural women and youth so that they are 

able to move in right direction and contribute in reshaping the nation. 
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21st June, 2015 

International Yoga Day - 2015 

 

Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre was proud to be a part of International Yoga 

Day as it organized the  spiritual  ancient  practice  of  Yoga  at premises  of Govt. Primary 

School of  Jaitpur  village  on June 21st,2015 at the given International time. 

To celebrate June 21 as World Yoga day, as the international community looked towards 

New Delhi show following the country’s expertise in the age old science of yoga, 

thousands of yoga enthusiasts across the world today took to mats and stretched, bent 

and twisted their bodies in multiple complex postures as they marked the inaugural 

International Day of Yoga, celebrating the ancient Indian spiritual practice. 

However, we did not see the same buzz in villages though we admit that India’s soul 

resides in villages. Moreover, talking about the benefits of Yoga as PM Modi said, "In a 

world suffering from stress, Yoga promises calmness. Yoga creates concentration. In a 

world of fear, Yoga provides strength and courage, we do need this ancient Indian 

spiritual practice also in villages, especially in village schools to create awareness of a 

holistic approach to health and wellbeing. 

It was a moment of pride for Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre to reach out to 

rural masses and encourage youth, children and women from Jaitpur and Sakipur villages 

from Gautam Buddha Nagar, U.P to participate in World Yoga Day. While, they were 

explained the glory of global endorsement of ancient Indian tradition of Yoga, they were 

also told about the real benefits of this spiritual practice. It was a momentous occasion to 

observe how the Villagers took to different Asanas and Pranayaams. It all started with a 

Prayer and ended with a shanti path. It was hilarious to see them singing a patriotic song 

with yoga trainer, Praveen Jha and Canadian guest, Maxine Murphy Silva. Our Goodwill 

ambassadors Dr. Rajesh Vashisht helped in distribution of glucose water, Banana and 

glucose biscuits. Our volunteer and supervisor, Ms. Varsha Sharma, a Yoga trainer herself, 

helped in getting the right postures for women and school children. Our goodwill 

ambassador Mr. Sanjay Kumar distributed 100 white tee-shirts for Yoga practitioners. At 

the end, showers swept across the national capital and NCR today minutes after the mega 
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International Yoga Day event ended at Rajpath and at our small village at Jaitpur, thus 

giving much needed respite to people from the sweltering heat. 
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21st July 2015 

Aware – Meri Saheli 

(A Breast Cancer Awareness and Women Safety First Program) 

 

We are delighted to share with you all that Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre 

had successfully launched its 2nd episode of event "AWARE"- Meri Saheli - A Breast 

Cancer Awareness and Women Safety First Program on 21st July 2015 at Tigri village. Tigri 

village provided us a vast scope of further research and intervention possibility through 

Manav purt Nayas - a local NGO. It was attended by 125 villages with 68 registered for 

BSE and 56 girls registered for self-defense technique training session. 6 women were 

diagnosed with lumps including them 15 went through Mammography facilities provided 

to us by Medanta. Our Junior Ambassadors from Jaitpur village demonstrated Self-

defense techniques and motivated young rural adolescent girls to join our 

"Women Safety First Program" they helped rural women in getting themselves registered 

with us and also prepared them through a medical Questionnaire for Breast Self-

Examination/BSE. They truly proved our effort of Making empowered team of rural young 

women teaching others and empowering other underprivileged as true friends. BSE was 

provided to all registers women by Medical technician and Cancer survivor Ms. Maxine 

Silva, our project consultant. A further follow up procedure was discussed with Manav 

purt Nyaas who has desired to take it further. Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre 

would provide consultancy and any other faculty required for complete treatment for the 

identified women. Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre presented Mementoes and 

flower pots to Ms. Usha Thakur ji from Manav Purt Nyaas, Dr. Sangeeta and Dr. Dhananjay 

from Medanta. 

It is expected that the success of this event at Village Jaitpur and Village Tigri would help 

us to create such awareness and truly AWARE team of junior ambassadors in few more 

neighboring villages to reach out to more underprivileged rural women and girls. Sai 

Social Responsibility & Research Centre is truly thankful to its Goodwill ambassadors for 

their unstinted support in our every endeavor. 
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4th September 2015 

Teacher’s Day Celebration 

 

Under the flagship project of “Mera Gaon, Meri Jimmedari” Sai Social Responsibility & 

Research Centre celebrated Teacher’s Day in Ram Rahim Memorials school at Jaitpur as 

per their request on 4th September 2015 at 10:30 Am. 

Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre has made continuous efforts to create 

bonhomie and healthy competition amongst village school children by spreading 

awareness regarding important festivals, National holidays, National leaders and current 

affairs along with theme based competitions of art, culture and sports. 

The highlights of the program of the day remained as such: 

 Student volunteers talking of Krishna Janamashtami and Teacher’s Day and 

biography of Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan. 

 Screening of Educational clips on “Dr. A.P.J. Kalam” and “Truth always wins” with 

an interactive session related to moral values. 

 Painting competition of different age groups (Class 4th – 6th) (Class 7th – 9th) and 

awarding the winners. 

 First time students were encouraged to participate in extempore competitions. 
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24th October, 2015 

Aware – Meri Saheli 

Aware: Meri Saheli, Trilokpuri Slums 

 

Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre organize its third phase of Breast Cancer 

Awareness Program, AWARE in the slum of Trilok puri (35 BLOCK, Near Barat Ghar, Delhi) 

in association with local NGO Sewa Bharti and nescient organization HealthsetGo. 

AWARE is pilot Breast health program of Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre in 

Delhi and NCR. AWARE is an acronym for All Women Age Related Education. Sai Social 

Responsibility & Research Centre is focused on providing quality education and 

awareness to the underprivileged through its community outreach programs. Mission of 

AWARE program is to get women to realize the importance of taking responsibility for 

their own health care and to develop essence of compassion and concern for women 

within the medical system. Managing Director - Sai Social Responsibility & Research 

Centre, Dr. Sushi Singh believes that it is only through education and prudent 

dissemination of accurate, lifesaving information that we can make a difference. 

In Trilok Puri slum area 114 children and women were registered 127, children were given 

free BMI measurement facility to teach the parents about the need of growing children 

which otherwise they do not understand. Women were shown a BSE (Breast self-

examination) movie to make them aware about Breast health and how to do breast self-

examination. The team from Medanta helped women with lot of patience to diagnose 

lumps and self-breast examination techniques. 12 women were identified with lumps and 

were screened by mammography van facilitated by Medicity. The junior brigade, young 

women from Jaitpur village identified as core group of breast health program and self-

defense techniques also give a demonstration of self-defense to the adolescent girls of 

Trilok Puri area identified by Sewa Bharti. 

We at Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre are thankful to our collaborating 

agencies with whom for are forging ahead in this worthwhile endeavor. Sai Social 

Responsibility & Research Centre is confident and hopeful that through AWARE, a 
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community outreach initiative we would be able to address and ameliorate the road 

blocks to a successful campaign. 
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10th November 2015 

Diwali Celebration 

“Ek Diwali Aise Bhi” - #AnotherWayToCelebrate 

When all of Delhites and people in urban cities and villages were gearing up for Diwali 

celebrations and festive season ahead, in a small village Jaitpur at Gautam Budh Nagar, 

Uttar Pradesh, 55 Kms from Delhi, in a small primary school campus's community hall, a 

few girls whom we call our junior brigade brought their brooms and a little flour and their 

small brothers to help them out for celebrating a small pre-event of Diwali with us. 

It was such a pleasant surprise to find the community hall totally clean with a small Rangoli 

in place (made out of homemade flour and color) decorated with tiny candles. When our 

intern reached there a few cards with messages in Hindi and English popped up from 

every corner of the class room. They made effort to write Sai Social Responsibility & 

Research Centre School on paper and place it high on the entrance. Hey performed a few 

local dance steps and took pledge not to burst Diwali-crackers to make it a safe Diwali for 

all. 

Our consistent efforts of awareness as well as empowerment were showing us visible¢ 

impact. As I was not well they forced our intern from Amity and other volunteers to teach 

for an hour and dance with them for an hour while sending me pictures and video for the 

same. From Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre we sent notebooks, pencils, 

sweets, Chocolates and dry: fruits. It turned out to be the best personal and professional 

gift/reward form me for this Diwali. 

The gender inequality and other Social issues we had been lighting for seems to be finding 

away. I wish every child and youth in the country understand this way of celebrating 

Diwali and spread the message that Diwali is a joyful festival with candles, lights, rangoli, 

flowers and sweets to celebrate the triumph of good over evil. 
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19th November 2015 

#HereWeGo @ CSR Sustainability 

 

In a small tiny room of community hall at a small village in U.P, children of different ages 

were giving their feedback of yearlong attempt of student volunteers from Amity to Sai 

Social Responsibility & Research Centre. It was heartening to see their enhanced 

responsibility and care for this rights. 

As a part of EF-JRE Social initiatives we had been trying to make a difference, creating an 

impact and assessing the impact of our meaningful community engagement programs 

under the flagship project of “Mera Gaon, Meri Jimmedari". This aims to fulfill and 

support/assist the educational needs of disadvantaged children in the slums of urban and 

rural areas in Delhi and NCR. Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre has adopted a 

holistic approach with intensive programs focused on primary education assistance, 

facilitates quality education through Computer education, English learning classes and life 

skills educations while providing an improved learning environment an impressed 

learning environment using play and interactive methods. 

While some of them are very regular, some are still struggling with English remedial 

classes due to irregularity. Inters and Students have been given the tasks and training by 

Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre to don the hat of responsible young teachers 

to connect with these underprivileged and help them be aware of rights of education, 

health sanitation and much more which is generally not brought in their regular classes. 

Making this project sustainable is yet a challenge for us. 
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21st – 23rd December 2015 

Launching of New Community Computer Centre 

 

This was a perfect example of convergence of minded people organizations and pooling 

of resources for the cause of development of underprivileged sections of society. On 

December 21st Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre on request of Amar Jyoti did a 

joint survey of Khichdipur village slum area, Gazipur, East Delhi and realized the need of 

imparting computer education to the children of slum areas as the need of the hour. Amar 

Jyoti, which is a Charitable Trust which determined to bring especially abled children into 

main stream, spotted some hearing impaired and partially blind children along with from 

economically weaker areas and facilitated a small space for free computer center. Sai 

Social Responsibility & Research Centre which is determined to create a society which is 

equitable and human by emphasizing on quality education holistic development, come 

forward with free computers, required for computer training for trainer s as "Training the 

trainers program". Modules were created and customized and to more trainers were 

provided by Learning Link Foundation for a 3 daylong 1st phase of training program. 

Children studying in grade 8 in Govt. schools or open schools or community schools were 

registered and trainers having a basic knowledge were selected for training program in 

2nd phase this program will be assessed and repeated by Sai Social Responsibility & 

Research Centre alter 6 months. A perfect blend of pooling of resources shall lead by 

example for one of the community development program as it is said - "Sharing is Caring”. 

Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre’s – Managing Director, Dr. Sushi Singh believes 

that CSR is caring the society responsibly. His is another example of 

#AnotherWayOfCelebration. 
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7th January 2016 

New Year Celebration @Jaitpur Village 

We had a great start of 2016 as we continued spreading joy of giving. We started our New 

Year celebration along with our supporter and goodwill ambassador, Shri Ram Foundation 

who helped us to cater the need of more than 4oo students of village schools at Jaitpur. 

We began with a prayer followed by wishing a wonderful new year filled with abundance 

of joy and treasured moments. Then, the adolescent girls of our remedial English Speaking 

classes welcomed the guest from Shri Ram foundation followed by a welcome song by 

school students. At the outset, 130 students of Govt. primary school were motivated to 

participate in learning programs by Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre followed 

by distribution of stationary, notebooks, workbooks, dictionaries, coloring materials and 

eatables. Our junior ambassadors took the guests from school to school for distribution 

of stationary and eatables. Dr. Sushi Singh, Managing Director - Sai Social Responsibility 

& Research Centre and Mr. Hari Singh of Shri Ram Foundation motivated students to 

participate in learning process and also encouraged teachers in creating happy learning 

environment.  · The students from various school were encouraged to come and speak on 

the stage to share happy learning moments. Senior students were taught the use of 

dictionary. The need of a free public library was felt during the discussion. The day ended 

with demonstration of self-defense techniques by junior ambassadors of Sai Social 

Responsibility & Research Centre. 

The smile on faces of students and spark in their eyes of these underprivileged children 

made us felt truly blessed. Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre promised these 

children to come back with more innovative learning solutions and workshops for creating 

awareness to contribute in their holistic development. 

Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre was thankful to Shri Ram Foundation for their 

support and remained determined to reach out more disadvantaged group of children in 

rural areas. 
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15th January 2016 

Makar Sankranti Celebration 

It was heartening to see village girl students from our “English learning classes" were 

waiting to open the class. After New Year greetings, they all greeted us together Happy 

Makar Sankranti. We all discussed in English & Hindi about why we celebrate this festival. 

Though the girls from different age groups and from different schools and background 

are smart to understand and respond new concept of a class however it was good to see 

that some village boys joined the class willing fully. Some of them took the lead & 

outsmarted them by telling, "we are smarter when some of them came late and asked for 

classroom happening. We all discussed and planned for January 25th celebration as a 

multi-event day. 

Girls from our class wanted to put up a street play on “Beti Bachao & Beti Padhao" 

concept, so they requested their student volunteer favorite teacher Ruby to help them 

out. Ruby promised to do so with some coaching on 2-3 days. The students were given an 

English joke to crack and then as assignment was given as homework. The class ended 

with songs “We Shall over Come" and distribution of eatables related to MakarSkranti. 
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26th January 2016 

Republic Day Celebration 

“Padhega India Tabhi to Badhega India” 

 

Realizing the power of the same understanding the importance of good eyesight for 

students, Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre along with its student volunteers 

organised an eye checkup camp for village students and their parents. Sai Social 

Responsibility & Research Centre understands the need of holistic development of a child 

for nation building. It has always laid emphasis in sensitizing the college students by 

connecting them to the greater societal need through such volunteering opportunities 

and giving them challenges of finding the solution of perennial problems of villagers. After 

3 years of these efforts at Jaitpur village Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre 

showcased its sincere efforts by inviting a sensitive and social stalwart as chief guest. Mr. 

Nagender Singh, our chief guest, DM Noida – inaugurated eye checkup camp of Sai Social 

Responsibility & Research Centre for eight village school students and parents. Free 

spectacles were distributed and 2 identified cataract/glaucoma cases would be operated 

on 1st February by Mahavir International Charitable hospital. 

He spoke straight from his heart and correlated Swami Vivekananda’s message of 

empowerment of an uneducated through education is what a real education means. He 

impressed upon importance of cleanliness/swachta education, skill development and 

women empowerment. He got women promised to promote toilets and education of the 

children and village students to plant a free on their birthdays.  

Students from Computer classes presented a street play on “Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao” 

followed by self defence demo of other empowered new group of village. Our women 

group, taught and trained by Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre were facilitated 

with a demo-cum training of “decorating items of beads” preparation for generating 

additional income to the family. A list of women and initiation of SHG was created with 

the help of Shri S.K. Jain, CAO – Mahavir International, Ex-Asst. Manager Oriental Bank. 

Mr. Jain promise them to get easy loans after 6 month of good practice and program of 

SHG. The day ended with a quiz related to Republic day. Eatables and food for doctors 

were sponsored by OM JI OM caterers. 
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Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre – Managing Director, Dr. Sushi Singh stated 

“Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre is keen to see further changes in Jaitpur 

through such awareness and empowerment activities which can then be replicated 

successfully in neighboring villages where such social interventions are required”.  
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3rd March 2016 

Women’s Week Celebration 

To mark the occasion of “Women's Day-Week” Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre 

organized a program “Abhaar" along with launching of “Digital Jaitpur" and Eye & Health 

Checkup camp at Jaitpur village on 3rd March, 2016. 

On March 3, 2016 at 10:30 am in the premises of Govt. Primary School, Jaitpur Sai Social 

Responsibility & Research Centre along with student volunteers organized “Abhaar 

Lunch" to felicitate their Stakeholders, Goodwill Ambassadors to render their sincere 

most gratitude to all of them who had helped them realize the dream of every child & 

women of the village. 

Knowing the fact we do not have systems that regulate the quality of education, 140 

million children still out of school and an immediate need of 7 Lakhs of teachers, Sai Social 

Responsibility & Research Centre addressed the issues of rigid education system in their 

global borderless world. 

Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre showed its commitment towards the need of 

bridging the gap of digital divide by launching its “Digital Jaitpur” - new computer centre, 

where preparatory classes for NIIT certification course under trained teacher started in a 

rented premise. With Internet bringing a vast library of knowledge, creativity & 

innovation, the urgent need of providing this facility was felt. With no electricity from 

8:00 am - 8:00 pm and no Internet in Jaitpur - it's seems to be a challenge but Sai Social 

Responsibility & Research Centre appealed its stakeholders to support the initiatives to 

take it forward to all needy villagers. 

Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre showcased its activities to all stakeholders 

with a focus on digital literacy, girl child education program, women vocational training 

and youth sports facilities. On this occasion 

 A self-defense training phase-II was initiated which would end up on 8thMarch. 

 A health checkup camp for school children and parents were organized. 

 A SHG group of women received its 2nd phase of training of producing different 

items with ways to take up to the market. 

All stakeholders showed their commitment and assured whole hearted cooperation. 

Managing Director - Sai Social Responsibility & Research Centre Dr. Sushi Singh urged 
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them that “Dear Goodwill Ambassadors, as you are in a position to make a difference, 

together we shall be the change-we want to see in the society”. 

 


